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ALISHAN IMPERIAL 
Produced on the rolling Ali Mountain shrouded in clouds 
and mist, this luscious Taiwanese oolong is grown at an 
altitude of 1,200 metres above sea level in pristine alpine 
conditions. Picked and processed towards the end of spring, 
it is lightly fermented and produces a delicate, floral aroma 
and the sweet, crystalline flavour of the highlands.

$25.5* / $84.5**

SUN MOON LAKE IMPERIAL   
One of the most celebrated teas of Taiwan, this black tea is 
cultivated at 700 metres above sea level in the Yuchi township 
of Nantou county on the lush and rolling highlands above 
the shimmering Sun Moon Lake. Produced in extremely 
small quantities, this harvest is reputed for its full body and 
elegant finish. An exceptional afternoon tea.

$32.5* / $120.25**

SUN MOON LAKE SUPERIOR   
A unique hybrid of the indigenous Taiwanese tea plant, this 
black tea is grown in the gardens around the Sun Moon 
Lake in central Taiwan. Producing a rich cup, this infusion 
surprises with notes of fresh mint followed by a smooth 
aftertaste. A truly unique and inimitable tea.

$23* / $73.5**

ALISHAN SUPERIOR
Grown by indigenous tea farmers in the Ali Mountain 
highlands at an altitude of 1,350 metres, this delightful 
moderately fermented Taiwanese oolong produces a glowing 
amber infusion and a flowery aroma. Notes of sweetness 
linger long on the palate.

$19.5* / $53.75**

WENSHAN POUCHONG IMPERIAL
This exceptional handpicked semi-oxidized spring oolong 
from the Pinglin highlands of northern Taiwan is also 
known as Baozhong Blue Tea. Oxidation is carefully limited 
to the edge of the green tea leaves, a process which requires 
constant attention and care. Yielding a silky cup with a 
gentle floral aroma & a lingering after-taste, it is one of the 
most sought-after teas of Taiwan.

$19.5* / $53.75**

WENSHAN POUCHONG SUPERIOR           
A delightful semi-oxidized blue tea from the rolling hills of 
Pinglin in northern Taiwan. Only lightly roasted, this spring 
oolong produces a toasted cup celebrated for its fresh, green 
flavour and pleasantly smooth aftertaste.

$16.5* / $39**

* Per Teapot ** Per 50g

TWG Tea presents a unique collection of Taiwan’s 

finest teas, carefully hand harvested and processed 

according to age old tradition. Experience the unique 

characteristics of these six exceptional harvests for

a limited time. Reserved for privileged tea lovers!



TWG Tea Salons & Boutiques in Singapore
Republic Plaza

ION Orchard, Level 2
The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands, TWG Tea Garden & TWG Tea on the Bay

Takashimaya Department Store Singapore, B2 & L2
Swissôtel The Stamford

Singapore Changi Airport Terminal, Transit Halls of Terminals 1, 2, 3 & 4
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